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Labour Law in Italy Kluwer Law International B.V. Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws,
this monograph on Italy not only describes and analyses the legal aspects of labour relations, but also examines labour relations
practices and developing trends. It provides a survey of the subject that is both usefully brief and suﬃciently detailed to answer most
questions likely to arise in any pertinent legal setting. Both individual and collective labour relations are covered in ample detail, with
attention to such underlying and pervasive factors as employment contracts, suspension of the contracts, dismissal laws and covenant
of non-competition, as well as international private law. The author describes all important details of the law governing hours and
wages, beneﬁts, intellectual property implications, trade union activity, employers’ associations, workers’ participation, collective
bargaining, industrial disputes, and much more. Building on a clear overview of labour law and labour relations, the book oﬀers
practical guidance on which sound preliminary decisions may be based. It will ﬁnd a ready readership among lawyers representing
parties with interests in Italy, and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative trends in laws
aﬀecting labour and labour relations. Labour Law and Sustainable Development Kluwer Law International B.V. Labour Law
and Sustainable Development is a detailed reconstruction of the regulatory framework and jurisprudential ﬁndings of sustainable
development at the international, European and national level. The global crisis of the past decade has underlined the social
unsustainability of the ultra-liberalistic theories through which the labour law deregulation represents the precondition for social and
economic development coherent with the globalization imperatives. It is no exaggeration to assert that the existing foundations of
labour law have been irreversibly compromised. It is essential to ﬁnd a way out of the crisis, at the same time deﬁning the founding
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values of new sustainable labour law. In linking labour law with the sustainability paradigm, this provocative book promises to widen
the scope and terms of the reconciliation of interests, taking into account the multiplicity of the stakeholders interested in economic,
social and environmental issues and, in particular, to practise an approach that achieves intergenerational equity. What’s in this book:
In an unprecedented comparative study, including case law, of the network of principles, agreements, practices and norms concerning
sustainable development and its diﬀerent economic and social implications, the author examines such facets as the following:
sustaining solidarity and equality of opportunity in current and emerging work situations; enhancing individual autonomy in the
current world of (subordinate but independent) labour; reconciling personal needs, ﬂexible organization of companies and reduction of
external and internal costs to companies; collective action for the regulation of labour relations allowing for the exercise of individual
autonomy; involving entire populations that have been so far excluded in the world scene; developing a sustainable pension system to
promote intergenerational solidarity; implementing ﬂexicurity policies positively; social clauses of international trade treaties; undoing
the profound contradiction of gender and wage inequalities; and promoting corporate social responsibility. The objective of this book is
to provide the reader with a reasoning basis to assess whether the choice to elect sustainable development as a new paradigm of
reference for labour law is feasible, and if, in particular, this choice can be useful in order to deﬁne the founding values of a new
‘sustainable’ labour law. How this will help you: Using an interdisciplinary approach, the author emphasizes the need to consider the
various dimensions of sustainability together, not only the original environmental but also the economic and social dimensions. This
book oﬀers a real strategic leap for both legislators and social actors, in particular leading the way to avoiding a fracture of the
generational pact that has held together modern societies. Although the book presents a profound academic contribution to the
analysis of labour law realities and trends, it will also be welcomed by corporate lawyers, judges, human rights experts, trade
unionists, business managers, entrepreneurs and consultants interested in the issues of labour, sustainable development and social
rights. Restatement of Labour Law in Europe Vol II Bloomsbury Publishing This book is part of a series which sets out a
restatement of labour law in Europe. Its second volume looks at atypical employment relationships in Europe. Opening with a
restatement, the book provides comparative commentary on the question of how ﬁxed-term employment relationships, part-time
employment relationships and temporary agency work is regulated by law in the individual states, which case law of the courts must
be observed in this respect and which possibilities exist for shaping such relationships on the basis of collective bargaining
agreements. The book goes on to systematically explore the national regulatory framework of: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Montenegro, Netherlands, North Macedonia, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and the United Kingdom. In this area, which is largely shaped by EU law in many
countries, the commonalities and diﬀerences with regard to the relevant regulatory issues are examined. This important new project
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provides the deﬁnitive survey of labour law in Europe today. Social Security Law in Italy Kluwer Law International B.V. Derived
from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this book describes the social security regime in Italy. It
conveys a clear working knowledge of the legal mechanics aﬀecting health care, employment injuries and occupational diseases,
incapacity to work, pensions, survivors’ beneﬁts, unemployment beneﬁts and services, and family beneﬁts. The analysis covers the
ﬁeld of application, conditions for entitlement, calculation of beneﬁts, ﬁnancing, the institutional framework, and relevant law
enforcement and controls. Allowances for retirees, employees, public sector workers, the self-employed, and the handicapped are all
clearly explained, along with full details of claims, adjudication procedures, and appeals. Succinct yet eminently practical, the book
will be a valuable resource for lawyers handling social security matters in Italy. It will be of practical utility to those both in public
service and private practice called on to develop and to apply social security law and policy, and of special interest as a contribution
to the comparative study of social security systems. Modern Forms of Work A European Comparative Study Sapienza
Università Editrice The collective volume “Modern Forms of Work. A European Comparative Study” evokes the intent to embody a
reﬂection focused on modern labour law issues from a comparative perspective. A ﬁrst set of essays contains national reports on
modern forms of work. The second group contains some reﬂections regarding critical issues on digitalization, platforms and
algorithms, analysing the diﬀerent facets of the galaxy of digital work. The third group of essays ﬂows into the section entitled “new
balances and workers’ rights in the digital era”, a crucial topic in the debate. The complex of the writings, despite the diversity of
approaches and methods, reveals the existence of a dense and inexhaustible dialogue between young scholars, at European and
extra-European level. The analysis of new forms of work – the oﬀspring of transnational processes of globalization and
technologization – forms a fertile ground for experimenting a transnational dialogue on which young researchers can practice with
excellent results, as this small volume conﬁrms. Law and the Christian Tradition in Italy The Legacy of the Great Jurists
Routledge Firmly rooted on Roman and canon law, Italian legal culture has had an impressive inﬂuence on the civil law tradition from
the Middle Ages to present day, and it is rightly regarded as "the cradle of the European legal culture." Along with Justinian’s
compilation, the US Constitution, and the French Civil Code, the Decretum of Master Gratian or the so-called Glossa ordinaria of
Accursius are one of the few legal sources that have inﬂuenced the entire world for centuries. This volume explores a millennium-long
story of law and religion in Italy through a series of twenty-six biographical chapters written by distinguished legal scholars and
historians from Italy and around the world. The chapters range from the ﬁrst Italian civilians and canonists, Irnerius and Gratian in the
early twelfth century, to the leading architect of the Second Vatican Council, Pope Paul VI. Between these two bookends, this volume
oﬀers notable case studies of familiar civilians like Bartolo, Baldo, and Gentili and familiar canonists like Hostiensis, Panormitanus, and
Gasparri but also a number of other jurists in the broadest sense who deserve much more attention especially outside of Italy. This
diversity of international and methodological perspectives gives the volume its unique character. The book will be essential reading
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for academics working in the areas of Legal History, Law and Religion, and Constitutional Law and will appeal to scholars, lawyers, and
students interested in the interplay between religion and law in the era of globalization. Compendio di diritto del lavoro Towards
the Single Employment Contract Comparative Reﬂections A&C Black This book examines the concept of the single
employment contract, tracing it from its genesis and evaluating its pros and cons in the context of the current labour market problems
in selected European countries. The book adopts a comparative approach to examining the single employment contract, highlighting
its virtues and revealing its inherent contradictions. The authors set out the general framework within which the current debate has
developed by outlining the origins that gave rise to the proposal of a single employment contract. They then review the debate on
labour market segmentation and the ﬂexicurity proposal, and examine the key characteristics of the single employment contract as
well as the arguments put forward both for and against it. Case studies show how the idea has been taken up in France, Italy and
Spain. The book concludes with a concise review of contractual arrangements in EU labour markets and of possible future projections
and developments. The book is aimed at academics and practitioners interested in labour market and labour legislation reforms. The
book is a co-publication between Hart Publishing and the International Labour Organization. Diritto del lavoro Universidad
Pontiﬁcia Comillas The Legal Order Taylor & Francis First published in 1917 (Part 1) and 1918 (Part 2), with a second edition in
1946, this is the ﬁrst English translation of Santi Romano's classic work, L'ordinamento giuridico (The Legal Order). The main focus of
The Legal Order is the notion of institution, which Romano considers to be both the core and distinguishing feature of law. After
criticising accounts of the nature of law centred on notions of rule, coercion or authority, he oﬀers a compelling conception, not merely
of law as an institution, but of the institution as 'the ﬁrst, original and essential manifestation of law'. Romano advances a deﬁnition of
a legal institution as any group who share rules within a bounded context: for example, a family, a ﬁrm, a factory, a prison, an
association, a church, an illegal organisation, a state, the community of states, and so on. Therefore, this understanding of legal
institutionalism at the same time provides a ground-breaking theory of legal pluralism whereby 'there are as many legal orders as
institutions'. The acme of a jurisprudential current long overlooked in the Anglophone environment (Romano's work is highly regarded
in France, Germany, Spain and South America, as well as in Italy), The Legal Order not only proposes what Carl Schmitt described as a
'very signiﬁcant theory'. More importantly, it oﬀers precious insights for a thorough rethinking of the relationship between law and
society in today's world. The Sources of Labour Law Kluwer Law International B.V. Labour law has traditionally aimed to protect
the employee under a hierarchy built on constitutional provisions, statutory law, collective agreements at various levels, and the
employment contract, in that order. However, in employment regulation in recent years, ‘ﬂexibility’ has come to dominate the world of
work – a set of policies that reshuﬄe the relationship among the fundamental pillars of labour law and inevitably lead to degrading the
protection of employees. This book, the ﬁrst-ever to consider the sources of labour law from a comparative perspective, details the
ways in which the traditional hierarchy of sources has been altered, presenting an international view on major cross-cutting issues
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followed by ﬁfteen country reports. The authors’ analysis of the changing hierarchy of labour law sources in the light of recent trends
includes such elements as the following: the constitutional dimension of labour rights; the normative intervention by the State; the
regulatory function of collective bargaining and agreements; the hierarchical organization of labour law sources and the ‘principle of
favour’; the role played by case law in both common law and civil law countries; the impact of the European Economic Governance;
decentralization of collective bargaining; employment conditions as key components of global competitive strategies; statutory
schemes that allow employees to sign away their rights. National reports – Australia, Brazil, China, Denmark, France, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Poland, Russia, Spain, Sweden, South Africa, the United Kingdom and the United States – describe the structure of
labour law regulations in each legal system with emphasis on the current state of aﬀairs. The authors, all distinguished labour law
scholars in their countries, thus collectively provide a thorough and comprehensive commentary on labour law regulation and recent
tendencies in national labour laws in various corners of the globe. With its deﬁnitive analysis of such crucial matters as the
decentralization of collective bargaining and how individual employment contracts can deviate from collective agreements and
statutory law, and its comparison of representative national labour law systems, this highly informative book will prove of inestimable
value to all professionals concerned with employment relations, labour disputes, or labour market policy, especially in the context of
multinational workforces. Health at Work, Ageing and Environmental Eﬀects on Future Social Security and Labour Law
Systems Cambridge Scholars Publishing This volume analyses the most important problems and challenges that health, age and
the environment introduce in the labour market, and how these factors aﬀect both the way people work and their rights. The
contributions here focus on the main challenges for social security systems, lawmakers and trade unions, and provide important
solutions to improve workers’ rights and guarantee the viability of public social security systems. Other topics analysed here include
dress-codes and whistleblowing in companies. From the labour point of view, workers’ representatives and trade unions must take
action in collective bargaining to deal with these topics and adequately protect the workforce. The authors here are drawn from
countries such as Hungary, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Poland, Brazil and Colombia, providing a global perspective. The book will appeal to
lawyers, legal and human resources experts, economists, judges, academics and staﬀ from trade unions and employers’
representation. The volume features insights and contributions in diﬀerent languages, with chapters in Spanish (13), English (7) and
Portuguese (2). Labor of Dionysus A Critique of State-form Ate-form U of Minnesota Press Istituzioni di diritto del lavoro
Giuﬀrè Editore La responsabilita? medicaA5 Lulu.com Employment Privacy Law in the European Union Surveillance and
Monitoring Intersentia nv This book contains the national reports and a comparative synthesis regarding the employment privacy
law in the European Union. It reﬂects the background research that has been undertaken to prepare a European study conducted with
the support of the European Commission, DG Employment, and Social Aﬀairs. The main purpose of this research has been to
undertake a comparative study in the European Union on the issue of the protection of workers' personal data, more in particular
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concerning the case of surveillance and monitoring. The study has focused on the situation in the various Member States of the
European Union and has aimed to focus on the extent of the Member State laws and guidelines in this area, on whether such laws or
existing guidelines adequately protect the worker, and on suggestions or recommendations or appropriate guidelines that would
ensure suitable protection for the worker in relation to his or her monitoring and surveillance by the employer. The research has been
undertaken under the supervision of the editor with the cooperation of the contributors who are all specialists in the ﬁeld of
employment privacy. Each expert has prepared a country study regarding the situation in the relevant Member State. The national
research activities have resulted in a general discussion at a closed expert meeting on 4 and 5 October 2001, organised at the Law
Faculty of the University of Leuven (Belgium). During this seminar, country surveys have been further explained and discussed, and
policy options or suggestions have been looked upon in the examined ﬁeld of study. The comparative overview departs from the
horizontal approach of comparativism. This means that it integrates all relevant information regarding Member States horizontally,
throughout the general theme and its appropriate subthemes. Contributions to this book are made by: C. Castro, X.C. VÃ¡squez, M.
Colucci, M. Forde, A. HÃ¶land, T. Homan, A. Johansson, L. Kanellos, J. Kristiansen, N. Melzer, G. Morris, S. Nerbonne, A. von Koskull.
The Italian Legal Tradition Routledge First published in 1997, this volume provides the reader from a common law background
with an introduction to the Legal System and basic private law institutions of contemporary Italy. It aims to aﬀord a basic
understanding, rather than a detailed presentation, of Italian law, through an appreciation of its historical development within the civil
law tradition and its place in that family of legal systems descended from Roman law. Having described Italy’s place in European legal
history and identiﬁed the main features of civil law systems generally, it examines the structure of the modern Italian State, its
legislative process. Constitution, legal professions and systems of civil, criminal and administrative justice. The last third is devoted to
private law, in particular the law relating to the family, property, contracts and civil wrongs, particular attention being paid to
diﬀerences between the civil and common law approaches to these subjects. It is a readable, lucid and systematic account of its
subject. Rethinking Corporate Governance From Shareholder Value to Stakeholder Value Kluwer Law International B.V.
Now that the economic orthodoxy of 'light-touch' regulation has been widely discredited by recent events in the ﬁnancial markets, and
shareholder-oriented management has come under intense scrutiny, it is time to seriously consider the merits of stakeholder-oriented
economies. In this far-reaching symposium on this aspect of comparative labour relations, 35 scholars examine case studies and
evolving scenarios in a wide variety of countries, from leading economic powers such as the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Germany to post-socialist states such as Poland, Hungary, and Bulgaria to the formidable global economic presences of Brazil, Russia,
and India. With contributions from leading experts from all around the world in the ﬁelds of labour law, industrial relations, labour
economics, labour statistics, human resources management, organization theory and other related subjects, the papers focus on the
impact of the global economic crisis and its implications for the future of employment. Speciﬁc contexts covered include: ; adversarial
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versus strategic collective bargaining; transnational collective bargaining; long-term employees as the most valuable corporate
stakeholders; workers' voice and participation in the restructuring of undertakings; privatization of state-owned companies; executive
pay; investment in vocational training in times of economic crisis; the impact of the EU's Cross-Border Merger Directive; inherent
dangers in the EMU one-size-ﬁts-all monetary policy; and cases of large-scale corporate fraud. Of particular interest is the treatment of
important developments in Singapore and Nigeria, as well as lessons to be learned from pitfalls encountered in South Africa and other
countries. With its theoretical arguments and empirical data, this volume is certainly a major contribution to the debate over whether
shareholder or stakeholder approaches to management yield the best results in terms of employment outcomes. As the world
economic crisis continues to take its toll on employment, pension funds, public services, and living standards, the book is sure to ﬁnd
a wide audience among policymakers and lawyers worldwide concerned with the future of employment relations and their eﬀect on
both productivity and social stability. This volume includes a selection of papers from the Eighth International Conference in
commemoration of Marco Biagi held at the Marco Biagi Foundation in Modena, Italy in March 2010. Ispezioni e sanzioni nel Testo
Unico Sicurezza del Lavoro IPSOA Riedizione del Volume pubblicato nel 2008 (nella I ed. presentato nella Collana “Testo Unico
Sicurezza del Lavoro”) sul quadro sanzionatorio e sulle regole innovative che governano il sistema istituzionale della vigilanza in
materia di sicurezza sul lavoro a seguito dell’entrata in vigore del decreto legislativo 9 aprile 2008, n. 81 (Testo Unico). La riedizione si
è resa necessaria in seguito alle rilevanti modiﬁche introdotte dal decreto correttivo del Testo Unico Sicurezza del Lavoro (D.Lgs.
106/2009). Il volume si presenta suddiviso in varie parti rispettivamente dedicate: all’esame speciﬁco dei nuovi meccanismi
istituzionali che governano il complesso fenomeno delle ispezioni e della vigilanza in materia di sicurezza sul lavoro alle linee di
sviluppo del nuovo apparato sanzionatorio così come individuato dal d.lgs. n. 81/2008 e successivamente modiﬁcato dal d.lgs.
106/2009, con particolare riferimento: al procedimento ispettivo e sanzionatorio, amministrativo e penale, ai limiti di applicabilità dei
poteri degli organi di vigilanza (prescrizione, disposizione, diﬃda), alla lettura dell’apparato punitivo fra contravvenzioni e sanzioni
amministrative, alla responsabilità diretta dell’ente, alle condizioni di estinzione agevolata dell’illecito, all’esercizio dei diritti della
persona oﬀesa all’analisi dell’apparato sanzionatorio e alla puntuale individuazione di tutte le ipotesi sanzionatorie previste dal nuovo
testo unico, anche mediante apposite tabelle che individuano: la fattispecie illecita, la reazione punitiva, le forme di estinzione
agevolata dell’illecito Inﬁne viene proposta: la normativa e la prassi amministrativa di principale rilievo, accanto alla modulistica
riguardante le fasi principali del procedimento sanzionatorio penale e amministrativo. The Gender Pay Gap and Social
Partnership in Europe Findings from "Close the Deal, Fill the Gap" Routledge The gender pay gap (GPG) exists in every
European country, but it varies considerably, even in EU member states covered by the same legal principles on pay equality. Part of
the variation can be explained by diﬀerent patterns of social partnership. With current policy pressure to de-centralise collective
bargaining and increase the percentage of pay linked to productivity, what role can social partnership play in tackling the GPG?
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Reporting on the ﬁndings of the European Commission funded research project "Close the Deal, Fill the Gap", this book uses an
interdisciplinary analysis involving legal, economic, and sociological expertise, to explore the role of social partnership in GPG in Italy,
Poland and the UK. Selected on the basis of their contrasting proﬁles in terms of legal regulation, industrial relations, systems of
collective bargaining, coverage of collective agreements, and diﬀering rates of the GPG, the in-depth study provides important
insights into the main issues underlying the problem of reducing the gender pay gap which have led to guidelines in the negotiation of
arrangements on GPG-related issues. Based on a unique comparative, interdisciplinary and action-oriented esearch project, it will be
of great interest to all researchers and advanced students with an interest in women’s representation in the workforce and the gender
pay gap, as well as practitioners and policy makers in organisations such as trade unions and employers’ associations. Labour Law in
the Courts National Judges and the ECJ Bloomsbury Publishing The research underpinning this book was designed to support
and further develop ideas already described in broader and more theoretical studies,about the dialogues happening among national
courts and the ECJ as a key factor of European integration. The role played by the courts as part of the interplay of institutions within
the European Union has been recognised as crucial, and this research, which was conducted at the European University Institute,
homes in upon some speciﬁc examples. It deals with six Member States of the European Union: Denmark, France, Germany, Italy,
Spain and the UK, analysing two select but signiﬁcant areas of substantive law: transfer of undertakings and equality legislation. The
analysis dwells on these key areas, although some other ﬁelds of social law were selected in order to prove the main theory
underlying the whole research. While on the one hand oﬀering a comparative assessment of developments in the six member states
chosen for study, the research also highlights national peculiarities as well as the factors perceived to be driving national actors
towards the preliminary ruling procedures This work will be of interest to all scholars of EU law and labour law. Enterprise and Social
Rights Kluwer Law International B.V. Globalization has led to growing labour fragmentation and widening of gaps in social
protection. Although the enterprise is increasingly expected to be socially responsible, in actuality extreme worker inequalities and
social dumping have become ubiquitous worldwide. This volume – the ﬁrst to focus attention on the ‘theory of the ﬁrm’ as it reveals
itself in today’s world from a multidisciplinary perspective – underscores the necessity to rebuild a new scientiﬁcally controlled
paradigm that acknowledges and regulates the dimension of power in the functioning of the organization. In their contributed essays,
nineteen renowned scholars in labour law and industrial relations rethink the ﬁrm, its conception, its value, and its regulation,
analysing such aspects as the following: – labour-management relations issues that arise when companies go global but workers
remain local; – the ﬁrm as a social construction; – the continuing necessity for collective bargaining; – concealment of the employment
relationship under the guise of self-employment; – concealment of the real employer behind ﬁgureheads and shell companies; – social
welfare eﬀects of outsourcing; – the company’s interaction with the network of suppliers and with local education processes; –
determining who actually carries responsibility towards workers; – overcoming companies’ drive to enter the global market in
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response to national regulation; – realizing the notion of ‘duty of care’; – mechanisms of participation of workers in the management of
the enterprise; and – the persistent limitations that women face in the workplace, even when worker participation is advocated. With
attention to innovative developments in Germany, Italy, Japan, and other countries, analyses include case studies of speciﬁc
companies as well as case law, in particular the European Court of Justice’s jurisprudence in matters of collective dismissals, seconded
workers, and public contracts. In their head-on tackling of the fragmentation and blurring of social responsibility in enterprise
organization, these important essays propose a view of the enterprise as a factor in a new ‘constitutionalisation’ of labour that shifts
employment protection from single legal entities to the network’s economic activity, thus realigning the legal boundaries of the
enterprise with its economic reality. As a compelling investigation of how a satisfactory implementation of labour standards in the
fragmented enterprise can be guaranteed, this book will be studied by entrepreneurs, managers, consultants, corporate lawyers,
judges, human rights experts, and trade unionists, and will be welcomed by academics and researchers in industrial relations and
labour law. Guide to Foreign Legal Materials: Italian Engaging with the World Agency, Institutions, Historical Formations
Routledge This title reﬂects the general theme of the 2010 IACR annual conference that was held in Padova, Italy, the aim of which
was to provide a fresh view on some cultural and structural changes involving Western societies after the world economic crisis of
2008, from the point of view of Critical Realism. Global society is often regarded as disrupting identities and blurring boundaries, one
which entails giving up ideas of structure and ﬁxity. Globalization supposedly introduces a "liquid" era of ﬂuidity where everything is
possible, and anything goes. Nevertheless, its current dynamics are developing into a harder reality: wars, economic crisis, the
haunting risk of pandemics, the ever worsening food supply crisis, and the environmental challenge. These social facts call for a
dramatic shift in the optimistic cosmopolitan mood and the thought that we can build and rebuild ourselves and our world as we
please, at least for the most developed countries. The challenges we face produce new forms of social life and individual experience.
They also require us to develop new frameworks to analyze emergent contexts, institutional complexes and morphogenetic ﬁelds, and
new ways to understand human agency and the meaning of emancipation. The book broadly falls into three parts: The ﬁrst, "Social
Ontology and a New Historical Formation", deals with mainly social ontological issues, insofar as they are connected to social scientiﬁc
and public issues in the emerging society of the XXI century. The second, "Being human and the adventure of agency", is concerned
with the way human beings adapts to the "new world" of "our times", and comes up with innovative models of agency and
socialization. The third, "The constitutionalization of the new world", explores critical realist perspectives, as compared to systemtheoretical ones, on the issue of global order and justice. In all of this, the challenge is to engage with this "new world" in a meaningful
way, a task for which a realist mind set is badly needed. Critical realism provides a strong theoretical framework that can meet the
challenge, and the book explores its contribution to making sense of, and coming to terms with, this historical formation. Labour Law
and Industrial Relations in Recessionary Times The Italian Labour Relations in a Global Economy Cambridge Scholars
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Publishing This volume includes a number of papers written in English and published in the last ﬁfteen years in which the Italian
labour market faced many changes. The book not only provides the international readership with a frame of reference – in both
conceptual and legal terms – that helps to appreciate the Italian Labour Law currently in force, but also represents a contribution to
moving beyond the self-referential nature of the Italian debate on the reform of labour laws. As such, the book supplies the reform
process of the Italian labour market with an international and comparative dimension which – in accordance with the programmatic
approach of Marco Biagi – will also feed the debate at the national level. European Employment Policies: Key Concepts,
Domestic Implementation, Current Challenges BWV Verlag Labor-management Relations in Europe Results of a Field
Investigation Conducted by the Special Subcommittee on Labor ..., April 1972 Labor-management Relations in Europe
Results of a Field Investigation Committee Prints The Italian Legal System Lexis Pub Rischio economico e modelli di
protezione del lavoro contributo allo studio sulle tutele contro i licenziamenti negli ordinamenti italiano e francese
Giuﬀrè Editore Work-Life Balance and the Economic Crisis Some Insights from the Perspective of Comparative Law
(Volume II Cambridge Scholars Publishing No one can deny the signiﬁcance attributed to the issue of reconciling work and
private life by contemporary society, the EU and other international organisations. Its relevance is evident in the multifaceted nature
of this topic and the need for each party to the employment contract to strike a proper balance between professional and personal
responsibilities, based on the assumption that people can successfully harmonise their work with life. Following on from these
considerations, this volume provides a detailed analysis of work-life balance and its regulation in a number of EU countries,
emphasizing the consequences that the current economic crisis has brought about in this ﬁeld.-- Digital Work and Personal Data
Protection Key Issues for the Labour of the 21st Century Cambridge Scholars Publishing This book gathers contributions
related to the most pressing problems and challenges that new information and communications technologies (ICT) and digital
platforms introduce into the labour market, and the impact they have on the way that people work, their rights and even their health
and dignity. In addition, there are also chapters studying personal data protection, which is currently a topic of maximum interest due
to the New European Regulation about it. The contributors here are drawn from around the world, with several countries represented,
such as Portugal, Spain, Italy, Brazil, Australia and Venezuela. The book will appeal lawyers, legal and human resources experts,
economists, judges, academics and staﬀ from trade unions, and employers’ representation. The volume features insights and
contributions in diﬀerent languages, with chapters in Spanish (12), English (6) and Portuguese (4). Core and Contingent Work in
the European Union A Comparative Analysis Bloomsbury Publishing Labour and social security law studies have addressed the
topic of the decline of the standard employment relationship mainly from the point of view of the growing number of atypical
relationships. Only a limited number of studies have examined the issue from the perspective of the diﬀerentiation between core and
contingent work. Such an examination is necessary as the increase in contingent work leads to complicated legal questions which vary
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between European states depending on the type of contingent arrangements that have become most prevalent. This book analyses,
using a comparative approach, these diﬀerent types of contingency from a national and EU perspective touching on the work
relationship from a labour as well as a social security point of view. The aim of the book is to identify and analyse those questions
adopting an innovative approach and to put forward proposals for safeguarding social cohesion within undertakings and European
society. The Future of Work Labour Law and Labour Market Regulation in the Digital Era Kluwer Law International B.V.
Studies in Employment and Social Policy Volume 56 Digitalization, far from being solely a technological issue, has broad implications
in the social, labour, and economic spheres. It leads to dangers as well as to new chances for the workforce, and thus labour law must
develop eﬀective ways to both protect workers and allow them to proﬁt from new technological developments. The most thorough
book of its kind, this collection of expert essays provides an abundance of well-thought-out material for understanding the
consequences of digitalization for the labour market and industrial relations. Recognizing that only an international perspective can
make it possible to face the challenges of the present (and the future), renowned authorities from the International Labour
Organization and the International Society for Labour and Social Security Law, as well as outstanding labour law professors, examine
in depth such salient issues as the following: transformation of production systems; the spread of artiﬁcial intelligence; precariousness
and exploitation in the gig economy; lessons learned from COVID-19; employment status of platform workers; new cross-border
issues; rights to trade union association and collective bargaining; role of the State in the new digital labour market; and blurred lines
between work and private life. Thanks to the international team of contributors, the issues are dealt with from a variety of overlapping
perspectives and points of view, combining aspects of labour law, commercial law, corporate governance, and international law.
Highlighting the need to adapt, especially through the right to training, work, and professionalism with respect to the new
technological landscape, the book draws on legislative, judicial, and theoretical initiatives suggesting ways of responding positively to
the requests for protection that arise in the new forms of production. A uniquely valuable tool for study and reﬂection for policymakers
and academics, the book is also sure to be valued by entrepreneurs, managers, consultants, corporate lawyers, judges, human rights
experts, and trade unionists who are interested in the issues of labour, industrial relations, and social rights in European and
international contexts. The Burqa Aﬀair Across Europe Between Public and Private Space Routledge In recent years, the
wearing of the full-face veil or burqa/niqab has proved a controversial issue in many multi-cultural European societies. Focussing on
the socio-legal and human rights angle, this volume provides a useful comparative perspective on how the issue has been dealt with
across a range of European states as well as at European institutional level. In so doing, the work draws a theoretical framework for
the place of religion between public and private space. With contributions from leading experts from law, sociology and politics, the
book presents a comparative and interdisciplinary approach to one of the most contentious and symbolic issues of recent times.
European Trade Unions in the 21st Century The Future of Solidarity and Workplace Democracy Springer Nature Trade
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unions in Europe face a range of cross-cutting challenges. This includes the near-universal contraction in union membership; the
related decline of traditionally highly unionised blue-collar industries; and the rise of automation, microprocessing, and digitalisation,
which can make it cheaper for employers to invest in machines than to pay humans to work. The breakdown of the standard contract
of employment and increasing rates of precarious work have further transformed the world of work. Taken together, this makes any
collectivist vision of society, and the notion of solidarity upon which trade unionism is built, diﬃcult to sustain. All this raises tough
questions for trade unionists, policy-makers, and researchers alike regarding the future of trade unions, the oldest and largest civil
society movement in Europe. The contributions in this volume explore the prospects for union revival across a range of cases,
including by focusing on the pursuit of legal remedies and on the opportunities associated with the network society to defend the
interests of workers. This interdisciplinary volume includes contributions that consider the Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Finland,
Germany, Spain, Sweden, Poland, the United Kingdom, and the EU level by researchers coming from a range of disciplines and
backgrounds. The volume should especially appeal to researchers and practitioners working in the ﬁelds of political science, sociology,
law, and business studies. Labour Law and Industrial Relations in Italy Proceedings of MAC 2020 in Prague MAC Prague
consulting Multidisciplinary Academic Conference on Economics, Management and Marketing, Czech Republic, Prague (MAC-EMM
2020) Multidisciplinary Academic Conference on Education, Teaching and E-learning, Czech Republic, Prague (MAC-ETeL 2020)
Multidisciplinary Academic Conference on Engineering, IT and Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Czech Republic, Prague (MAC-EITAI 2020) Sports
Law in Italy Kluwer Law International B.V. Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
practical analysis of sports law in Italy deals with the regulation of sports activity by both public authorities and private sports
organizations. The growing internationalization of sports inevitably increases the weight of global regulation, yet each country
maintains its own distinct regime of sports law and its own national and local sports organizations. Sports law at a national or
organizational level thus gains a growing relevance in comparative law. The book describes and discusses both state-created rules
and autonomous self-regulation regarding the variety of economic, social, commercial, cultural, and political aspects of sports
activities. Self- regulation manifests itself in the form of by-laws, and encompasses organizational provisions, disciplinary rules, and
rules of play. However, the trend towards more professionalism in sports and the growing economic, social and cultural relevance of
sports have prompted an increasing reliance on legal rules adopted by public authorities. This form of regulation appears in a variety
of legal areas, including criminal law, labour law, commercial law, tax law, competition law, and tort law, and may vary following a
particular type or sector of sport. It is in this dual and overlapping context that such much-publicized aspects as doping, sponsoring
and media, and responsibility for injuries are legally measured. This monograph ﬁlls a gap in the legal literature by giving academics,
practitioners, sports organizations, and policy makers access to sports law at this speciﬁc level. Lawyers representing parties with
interests in Italy will welcome this very useful guide, and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of
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comparative sports law.
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